SP1 and AP-1 elements direct chromatin remodeling in SV40 chromosomes during the first 6 hours of infection.
To identify the SV40 regulatory sequences responsible for the chromatin remodeling associated with early transcription, SV40 chromosomes containing potential remodeling sequences inserted adjacent to a reporter region were isolated at various times within the first 6 h of infection and analyzed by a combination of restriction endonuclease digestion and competitive PCR amplification. The sequences analyzed included the early domain, the enhancer, the late domain, the early phasing element, the AP-1 element, two tandem copies of the SP1 element, and the AP-4 element. From 30 min to 3 h postinfection only the enhancer, the AP-1 element, and the two tandem copies of the SP1 element caused a change in nuclease sensitivity consistent with chromatin remodeling. These results suggest that the changes in chromatin structure seen in the promoter during activation of early transcription are most likely a result of remodeling by the AP-1 and/or SP1.